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Welcome to the Krishnamurti Paddhati NoX KPX is a Hindu and KP astrology, as well as Astro Vastu application that allows users to
effortlessly identify planets, "houses," and other Vastu-related "directions" and "entrances" which could potentially impact their horoscope.

Astro Vastu is the process of analyzing one's horoscope and connecting it with his or her "home." Currently, there are 9 planest, 12 houses, 12
zodiac signs in Hindu astrology and these can be connected (mapped, linked) to 5 elements, 16 directions, and 32 entrances in Vastu. By

identifying planest, houses, and Vastu directions, users can view the positive and negative effects the planet can have on various houses, as well
as other planet-to-planet aspects. The app is created based on the principles of Krishnamurti Paddhati and uses the Placidus system for house

division found in most western astrology branches. KPX can be used as an advanced horoscope-related app, however, thanks to its
straightforward and very accessible GUI, it's also very good for users who are just starting with learning astrology. To get started with the app,
users must first pick their location from the Settings section accessible from the Client Manager main window. This provides a clear view of
any planetary transits as well as a lot of details about the Rashi, Degrees, Nakshatra, and Pada for each planet. Next, users can start adding

clients which requires them to add the client name, date of birth, and the city the client is currently living in. The app offers a detailed
horoscope view alongside an easy-to-read Rashi chart, KP chart, cusps, aspects, L1 to L4 "significators," and so forth. KPX can also generate
Hora tables for any selected date and place, as well as provide users with a comprehensive snapshot of planets and houses during any Dasha,

Bhukti and Antara. All in all, KPX is a simple-to-use application that can be used by both beginners or more advanced users who are passionate
about astrology. Features: - Each planet can be viewed in detail - Full details about the current time and place for each planet - Sun and Moon

are not included - All planets are mapped to 5 elements, 16
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Find and view the placement and strengths of all the planets with KPX! Planet Placement: • Click on the planet to open a popup showing its
placement and strengths in all the KP houses. • Clicking on a house displays the planets placements in that KP house. • Clicking on a planet or
house displays the strength of the planet/house in the KP chart. • Clicking on a sign displays all the planets in that KP house. • Clicking on a
sign displays the planets placement in that KP house. • All planets’ strength and placement in KP houses will be updated with every KPX
installation. • There will be no more need to look up individual placements of planets in KP charts. • The current placement of planets will be
shown on KP chart with the direction/directional planet of the current KP chart. • The current placement of planets will be shown on KP chart
with the sign/signs of the current KP chart. Features • KP Chart- Find out your KP house and strengths and the current KP chart. • KP
Properties- Find out the name of a planet and the name of its sign/house. • KP Chart List- Display planets’ strength in KP chart. • KP Chart-
display strength, placement and effects of planets in KP houses and chart. • Planet Properties- display strength, placement and effects of planets
in KP houses and chart. • Aspects Chart- display current planet aspects in KP chart. • KP House List- display current KP houses’ strengths and
placement. • KP Planets List- displays all the KP planets in KP chart. • KP Chart List- displays all KP charts. • DP Chart- displays your own KP
chart with planets, houses and significators (Some of the above features are disabled when a KPX file is opened due to large and frequent usage.
However, they can be enabled from the options menu.) KPX Pro version • KP Chart List- display all KP charts (generate a KP chart on the go).
• KP Planet List- display all KP planets (draw the current planetary position with a big circle on your KP chart). • KP Planets List- display
planets’ strengths in KP chart (click on a planet to show it’s placement in KP chart). • KP Properties- display a planet’s name and KP chart
name. • KP

What's New In KPNoX?

Get Free Daily Horoscope, Monthly Horoscope, Birth Chart and Subscription of Astro News. Today's Free Horoscope: Your Horoscope: Get
Daily horoscope with ease of use and many other features. Daily Horoscope: Find out what's happening to you and what is in store for you.
Birth Chart: Find out details about you and your Natal chart. Subscription: Get the latest news of Astro News. Astro News: Get Astro News
every day. The application has been tested on all devices running Android version 4.1 and above. For Android 4.4 KitKat and above, please
refer to the YouTube tutorial: Please feel free to rate and leave a comment if you have any feedback or any feature requests! Bugs: Please refer
to the Bug/Issue page for the list of known issues. If you find a bug or have an idea to improve KPNoX, please send a detailed message to us by
email: support@astrokpno.com. Please be sure to include screenshots of your issue/problem in your email. Credits: Thank you for using
KPNoX. If you find it useful, please rate and let us know by leaving a comment or by emailing us at support@astrokpno.com. Thank you for
using KPNoX! AstroKpNoX team. Change Log: Version 1.5.1, 13 May 2017 - Bug fixed: Fixed bugs with the Horoscope Card view. Version
1.5.0, 18 Apr 2017 - Added the support of the new Horoscope Card. It's based on the awesome Meera Nambikan and his prototype! - Added an
option to show the time in the Horoscope Card. Version 1.4.1, 11 Apr 2017 - Bug fixed: Fixed the bug in the Moon positions in the Horoscope
Card. Version 1.4.0, 12 Mar 2017 - Added the support of Full Moon Yoga Nidra - The Moon in Yogayatra can be mapped in the Horoscope
Card view. - Added the support of the daily horoscope. - Made some changes in the Placidus house division. Version 1.3.0, 10 Feb 2017 -
Improved the Moon positioning and Fixed the bug with the incorrect Yoga Nidra - Added the support of the daily horoscope. Version 1.2.1, 23
Jan 2017 - Minor bug fixed. Version 1.2.0, 22 Jan 2017 - Added the support of the Moon Yoga Nidra Version 1.1.1, 20 Jan 2017 - Minor bug
fixed. Version 1.1.0, 12 Jan 2017 - Added the support of the
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System Requirements:

Minimum OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit or 64-bit), Windows Server 2003, 2008, 2012, 2019 (32-bit or 64-bit) Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10
(32-bit or 64-bit), Windows Server 2003, 2008, 2012, 2019 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel Pentium G1630T @ 3.40 GHz Intel Pentium
G1630T @ 3.40 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM 2
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